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RANDOM BLASCHKE PRODUCTS

W. GEORGE COCHRAN

Abstract. Let {6n(w)} be a sequence of independent random variables uni-

formly distributed on [0, 2n], and let zn(w) = rne' " for a fixed but arbi-

trary sequence of radii rn satisfying the Blaschke condition 53(1 - rn) < oo .

We show that the random Blaschke product with zeros z„(u>) is almost surely

not in the little Bloch space, and we describe necessary conditions and sufficient

conditions on the radii rn so that {zn(u>)} is almost surely an interpolating

sequence.

This paper deals with Blaschke products whose zeros are chosen randomly in

the following way: for a fixed but arbitrary sequence of numbers {rn}, 0 < rn <

1, that satisfy the Blaschke condition ]T(1 - rf < oo, choose random angles

9n(oj) that are independent and uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 27t].

Let zfoj) = rne' "<cu). In §1 it is shown that the random Blaschke product

with zeros {zfco)} is, with probability 1, not in the little Bloch space, partially

answering a question raised by D. Sarason. In §2 a necessary condition and a

sufficient condition is given on {rn} so that the random Blaschke product is an

interpolating Blaschke product almost surely. These two conditions are much

closer together than the conditions that are available if the angles 6n are chosen

deterministically. In §3 a proof is given of the theorem of Naftalevic that if {rf¡

satisfies the Blaschke condition then one may always choose (nonrandom) angles

{6n} so that the sequence {rne' "} is an interpolating sequence. The proof

presented is essentially the same as that in [Naf56]; it has been reorganized and

additional details are provided. It is included in this paper because the journal

containing [Naf56] is rather obscure and is not readily available in the United

States.

The results of this paper are contained in the author's doctoral dissertation

at The University of Michigan. The author is deeply grateful that he had the

opportunity to have Allen Shields as his thesis advisor.
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1. Random Blaschke products and the little Bloch space

The Bloch space is the vector space of holomorphic functions on the unit

disk of C such that |/'(z)| = 0(1/(1 - |z|)). That is,

B = j/e Hol(D) : sup(l - \z\) \fi'(z)\ < oo J .

Contained in B is the "little" Bloch space B0 consisting of those holomorphic

functions satisfying the corresponding little-o condition:

B0 = j/e Hol(D) : hm (1 - \z\) \fi'(z)\ = o} .

Notice that the limit in the definition above is necessarily uniform in arg z . B

is a Banach space with the norm

11/11 = sup(l-|z|)|/'(z)| + |/(0)|

and B0 is a closed subspace of B.

These spaces play a role in the theory of Bergman spaces similar to that of

BMOA and VMOA in the theory of Hardy spaces. (For the definition of BMOA

and VMOA see Chapter 6 of [Gar81].) For example, there is a duality pairing

such that (B0)* = La and (Lf* = B, where La is the Bergman space of

analytic functions on D which are absolutely integrable with respect to area

measure on D. This is analogous to the fact that VMOA* = Hl and (//')* =

BMOA. These facts and others may be found in Anderson's survey article

[And84].

It follows from the Cauchy integral formula that every bounded analytic func-

tion is in B, but one can construct examples that show that H°° f. BQ and

BQ £ H°° . A particularly interesting class of examples can be obtained as fol-

lows: Let f(z) = YlT=oakz"k be a lacunary power series with nk+x/nk > X > 1 .

Then / G B if and only if {ak } is bounded, and /eB0 if and only if ak —» 0

[And84, Theorem 2, p. 5], But if {ak} is not square-summable then f(z) has

radial limits almost nowhere; i.e., {6 : lim^, f(re' ) exists} has Lebesgue mea-

sure 0 [Zyg59, Chapter V, Theorem 6.4, p. 203]. So if one chooses a sequence

{ak} such that ak —» 0 but ¿2ak = oo, then the corresponding function f(z)

will be in the little Bloch space but not in Hp for any p . In fact f(z) will not

even be in the Nevanlinna class.

Those functions in H°° which are also in the little Bloch space are rather

special. It is known that fi G H°° n B0 if and only if f is "constant on parts";

i.e., if fi is regarded as being defined on the maximal ideal space JA of H°°

(by fi(X) = X(f), X g JA ), then / is constant on every nontrivial Gleason

part in JA\D (see [Gar81, Chapter X, Problem 11, p. 442]). Because Blaschke

products play a role in understanding the structure of JA, several authors have

tried to describe exactly when Blaschke products will be in B0.

Here is an indirect proof that there exists an infinite Blaschke product in the

little Bloch space (this argument is from [Sar84]). A continuous function g on
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[0, 2n] is in the little-o Zygmund class X^ if

sup   \g(8 + h)-2g(d) + g(e-h)\=o(h)
0G[O,2ir]

as h —>■ 0. There is a corresponding big-O class At. If f(z) is in the disk

algebra then /' G B iff f(e'e) G A, and /' e B0 iff f(e,e) G Xt [Dur70,
Chapter 5, Theorem 5.3, p.76]. There are constructions of continuous singu-

lar measures on [0, 2n] whose distribution functions are in Xt (see [Kah69,

pp. 188-192], for example). One can sh m that if p is such a singular measure

then the singular inner function S (z) induced by p is in B0 [AFS, Theorem

3, for example]. Using Frostman's theorem one can then get an infinite Blaschke

product in B0 . So H°° n B0 contains singular inner functions and Blaschke

products.

Because the Blaschke products above were obtained in a nonconstructive

manner, one is led to try to describe Blaschke products in B0 explicitly in terms

of their zeros. The zeros of such a Blaschke product must be well spread around

the disk. Gregory Hungerford has shown in his doctoral thesis [Hung] that if

B(z) is an infinite Blaschke product in B0 then the set S of accumulation

points of the zeros has Hausdorff dimension 1, proving a conjecture of Tom

Wolff. Donald Sarason in [Sar84] asks the following two questions:

( 1 ) Can one explicitly construct or characterize infinite Blaschke products

in BQ in terms of their zero sets?

(2) Will an infinite Blaschke product whose zeros are chosen randomly (in

some sense) be in B0 almost surely?

Chris Bishop [Bish 90] has characterized the infinite Blaschke products in B0

in terms of the measure

k :B(zk)=0

and using this characterization he has given an explicit construction of a Blasch-

ke product in B0 in terms of its zeros. Other constructions of infinite Blaschke

products in B0 have been given by Ken Stephenson [Ste88] and Carl Sundberg

(reference not available).

However, Theorem 1 below shows that if one interprets "random" in a natural

sense, then Sarason's second question has a negative answer.

Theorem 1. Let {rn} with 0 < rn < 1 be a sequence of numbers satisfying the

Blaschke condition ¿~ i (I - rf < oo, and let {6n(co)} be a sequence of inde-

pendent random variables which are uniformly distributed on [0, 2n] (in other

words, {6n} is a Steinhaus sequence). Then with probability 1, the Blaschke

product with zeros {rne'6"(w)} is not in the little Bloch space. In fact,

limsup(l - \zn\ )\B'(zn)\ = 1    almost surely.
n—>oo

Although the random Blaschke product Bw(z) in the theorem above must

fail Bishop's characterization almost surely, the author does not see how to

prove this directly.
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The author originally showed that the Blaschke product Bw(z) is not in the

little Bloch space by proving that the lim sup in Theorem 1 is positive almost

surely. Walter Rudin subsequently pointed out to the author that his argument

could be strengthened to show that the lim sup actually equals 1 a.s. The

author later noticed that this stronger statement is a consequence of the fact

that equation (1.2) in the proof below tends to 0 as n —* oo .

The random points {zfto)} considered in the theorem above have the entire

boundary of D as their set of accumulation points with probability 1 , so the

zeros are certainly well spread around. One way to see this is by the following

argument: Let Ç G dD and e > 0 be given and let

JA ((, e) = {z G D : \z\ > 1 -e and |argz -arg£| < en).

Then P{ to : zfto) G AV(A,, e)} = e for all n sufficiently large. So

YPiznGyf(C,e)) = oo.
n

Since the random variables zfto) are independent, the converse to the Borel-

Cantelli Lemma (see the next section) implies that

P (zn gJA(C,, e) for infinitely many n ) = I.

By taking a countable sequence of e 's tending to 0 one sees that Ç is an

accumulation point of the sequence (zn) almost surely; that is, there is a set

O., c Q, P(fír) = 1, such that ( is an accumulation point of {zn(co)} for all

co G fl, . If {Ç } is a countable dense set in dD then for coGf)Çi,   the set of
* 'ft

accumulation points of {zfto)} is dense in dD. Since the set of accumulation

points is necessarily a closed set, it is all of dD almost surely.

The conclusion of Theorem 1 depends on the particular random model by

which the sequence of zeros is chosen. One could also ask what will happen

with different random models. The proof of the theorem presented below uses

the uniform distribution of the random variables 6n and it is not clear to the

author what one could say if the 8n 's had another distribution p . However

one does have the following corollary, which says that the same conclusion as in

Theorem 1 holds if one randomizes the radii {rf¡ independently of the angles

<*«>■

Corollary 1. Suppose that {zfto)} is a sequence of complex-valued random vari-

ables that satisfy the following conditions:

(1) |zn(<y)| < 1 for all n and J2(l - |zn(w)|) < oo almost surely.

(2) {Izn I}Zi « independent of {arg zk}~ , .
(3) The random variables {argz^w)} are independent and uniformly dis-

tributed on [0, 2n].

Then with probability one the Blaschke product with zeros {zfco)} is not in the

little Bloch space.

ProofofCorollary I. The random variables {zfco)} are defined on a probabil-

ity space (Q, sf , P). The second hypothesis implies that (Q, srf , P) can be
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written as a product probability space

Çl = Q.xxQ2,    sf = sfx x jzf2,     P = Pj x P2

such that for all n, zfto) = rn(tox)elB"{Wl) where the rn 's are random vari-

ables defined on (Q,, srfx, P,) and the 6n 's are random variables defined on

(Q2,sf2,'?f). The first hypothesis implies that

P1{w1:^(l-r„(co1))<oo} = l.

Call this set Q', . For each fixed tox G Ci'x , Theorem 1 implies that

P2{ to2 : B{w  w Az) is not in the little Bloch space } = 1.

If f(tox, tof) is the indicator function (or characteristic function) of the set

{(tox,to2):toxGn'x,B((jj¡c02)(z) i B0},

then by Fubini's Theorem

V{to:BJz) £ B0}= /   ( f(tox,to2)dP2dPx = 1.
JSlfQ,

This proves Corollary 1.   D

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that {rn} is indexed so that rk < rk+x for all k ,

and let B(to, z) denote the (random) Blaschke product with zeros zfto) =
¡e„(co).

r„e

w=n
fe=i

z~zk

l-zkz

To show that an infinite Blaschke product with zeros (z ) is not in B0 it suffices

to show that

limsup(l-|z„|2)|ß'(zj|>0.

We will show that

n—*oo

A direct computation shows that

limsup(l-|z/)|£'(z||)| = l.

(l-\z/)-\B'(zf

So we will prove that

n
k=l
k^n

Z^ - Z„

lim sup T
k=\
kjtn

hi(Ü)-Zni(Ú)

1 -Tn((û)zk(œ)

1 - ZnZk

= 1    a.s.,

or that

lim sup Y, 1°8
k=l
k^n

zk(to)-zn(to)

1 - zfto)zk(to)
= 0   a.s.
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Let

YkJco) = log ZkiÙ))- Zni°))

1 - zn(œ)zki(u)\
oo

W = E î*,«(û>).     W = limsup y„(tu).
A = l

The goal is to show that F(o>) = 0 almost surely.

In the lemma below, the symbol E denotes expected value—if X(to) is a

(real-valued) random variable defined on a probability space (fi, s>f , P),

ELY)•LX(to)dP.

Lemma. For k ^ n, E(Yk f = maxjlogr^., log/"n}.

Proof. Since 6k(to) and dfto) are independent and uniformly distributed on

[0,2»],

(li;

Let

rln    rln

E(^,„)=/     /    log
Jo    JO

fi?) --

rke    ~rne

1 - ir„e-")irkeu)

z - z„

27T 2tt "

1-^'

where zn = rne" is fixed. Then / is holomorphic in the unit disk with one

zero at zn . By Jensen's formula, if rk < rn then

dd

J\z\=rk

lOg |/(2)|
In

log|/(0)| = logr„,

while if rk > rn then

/J\A=r,
log|/(z)|^ = log 1/(0)1 + log Yf

= lo%rn+lo%rk -lo%rn

= logrk.

Therefore the inner integral in (1.1) is the constant max{logrA., logrn}, so

E(y*,«)=max{l°g'\<1og'",I}-   D

Now to prove the theorem, note that since the function f(z) above is an

automorphism of the disk, Yk n(to) is negative for all to, k , n . So by the

Monotone Convergence Theorem and the lemma above,

n— 1 oo

E(Yn) = Y*iYkJ+  Y E(yA,J
(1.2) *=1 k=n+]
v        ' oo

= (n- l)logr„+  Y ]o&rk-
k=n+\
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Y, log rk converges because of the Blaschke condition and the fact that log rk >

-2(l-rk) for k sufficiently large. If {an} is a monotone sequence and ffan <

oo then nan —» 0 (to see this sum from n to 2« ). Thus in equation (1.2)

logrn = o(l/n), and so E(T ) tends to 0 as n —> oo. Applying Fatou's Lemma

to the positive sequence -Yfto) one has

E fliminf (-F )) < liminfE(-T)
\  n—»oo "  / n—»oo "

=> E (lims\xp(Yf) ) > limsupE(yj = 0.
\   n—»oo / n—»oo

So E(Y) > 0. But Y (to) < 0 for all to G Q so therefore Y (to) = 0 almost

surely. It follows that

limsup(l-|zj2)|5'(z„)l=l   a.s.   d

2. Random Blaschke products and interpolating sequences

A sequence {zn} c D is said to be an interpolating sequence (for H°° ) if

for every {an} G l°° there exists some function / G H°° such that f(zf) =

an for all n. A Blaschke product is said to be interpolating if its zero set

is an interpolating sequence. In addition to their role in interpolation theory,

interpolating Blaschke products also play an important role in describing the

analytic structure of the maximal ideal space of H°° . A good reference for this

material is Chapters 7 and 10 of Garnett's book [Gar81].

Given a sequence {zf¡ in the disk, let

oo oo

«f=i
~ZnZk

k=\
k^n k^n

The symbol p above refers to the pseudo-hyperbolic metric in the disk

z - IV
p(z, w) =

wz
z, w G D.

Since p(z, w) < I for points z and w in the unit disk, 0 < Pn < 1 for all

n . If the points {zn} satisfy the Blaschke condition then 0 < Pn < 1 for all

n. L. Carleson has completely described the interpolating sequences in terms

of the numbers Pn [Car58]:

Carleson's interpolation theorem. A sequence {zf¡ is interpolating if and only

ifiinfnPn>0.

If a sequence of points satisfies the condition in Carleson's theorem, then

most of the points must be far apart in the pseudo-hyperbolic metric. If {z }

is interpolating, then for ô sufficiently small the level set \B(z)\ = ô of the

corresponding Blaschke product is a union of disjoint curves, each surrounding
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exactly one point zn [Hof67]. For this reason a sequence satisfying inf^ Pn > 0

is said to be uniformly separated.

A sequence {zn} of points in D is said to be interpolating for Hp if the

map

f^{fizn)H-\zn\)l/p}

maps H" onto lp . In [SSh61 ] H. S. Shapiro and Shields discovered that the

same uniform separation condition also characterizes the sequences which are

interpolating for Hp , for any p with 1 < p < oo. So the Hardy spaces Hp all

have the same interpolating sequences.

There is another characterization of interpolating sequences which is useful.

For a proof of this next Proposition see [Gar81, Chapter VII, Theorem 1.1].

Proposition. A sequence {zf¡ of points in the disk is interpolating if and only if

both

( 1 )   {zn} is weakly separated, in the sense that

- z_
inf
k,n
k±n

1 - ZnZk

>0

and

(1) the measure a.   , = ^2n(l - lz„!)<L   is a Carleson measure on D.

One can produce examples of interpolating sequences fairly easily. If {zn}

is a sequence of points in D such that \zn\ —> 1 exponentially fast, in the sense

that there is a number X < 1 such that

1-lz.

1
r-^41 < X < 1    for all n

then {zn} must be interpolating. If the points zn all lie on one radius, then

for {zn} to be interpolating it is both necessary and sufficient that \zn\ —>

1   exponentially fast.   On the other hand, if {rn}  only satisfies the Blaschke
iß

condition J2il~r„) < °° then one can always choose angles 6n so that {rne "}

is an interpolating sequence. This result, due to A. G. Naftalevic, is contained

in the third section of this paper. One can also use the two conditions in

the proposition above to obtain a geometric characterization of interpolating

sequences. See the section on "generations" in Garnett's book [Gar81, Chapter

VII, §3].

Recall from the previous section that if a Blaschke product is in the little

Bloch space it is necessary that Pn —► 0 as n —» oo. So interpolating Blaschke

products are in some sense a long way from being in the little Bloch space. In

Theorem 1 above it was shown that if {zf¡ is chosen randomly in the manner

described then

lim sup Pn = 1    a.s.,
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so one might ask whether these randomly chosen points are interpolating almost

surely. The answer is yes and no, depending on how fast the radii rn approach

1 .

Given a sequence of radii {rf¡ let

Nk =#{rj:l- 2~(k~x) <rj<l- 2~k},

where #S denotes the cardinality of the set S. It is easy to see that the Blaschke

condition ]P(1 ~~ rn) < °° Is equivalent to the condition Y^=\ ^k^~   < °° •

Theorem 2. Let z fto) = rne "(w) where {6n} is a Steinhaus sequence. Then

Y({zn(to)} is weakly separated) = I    j       if and only if

±^-f:z}k=l x '

Theorem 3. If ^f,Nk2~ < oo  then a.   ,   is a Carleson measure almost

surely.

In particular, if J2Nk2~ < oo then zfto) is interpolating almost surely,

and if J2 Nk2~   = oo then zfto) is not even weakly separated a.s. Either of

these situations can occur for radii satisfying the Blaschke condition.

The author doesn't believe that the condition in Theorem 3 is optimal, but

he has not been able to strengthen it or to find a condition on the radii (besides

the failure of the Blaschke condition) implying that a,z , is not a Carleson

measure a.s. However the event that a,z , is a Carleson measure is a tail event

with respect to the 6n 's, so Kolmogorov's Zero-One Law produces the following

proposition:

Proposition   4. For  any  sequence   {rn}   satisfying   the  Blaschke  condition

E(i-0<°o,

P{ to : a,z (&i), is a Carleson measure} = 0 or 1.

The proof of Proposition 4 will be given after the proof of Theorem 3.

The proof of Theorem 2 relies on the Borel-Cantelli Lemma and an interest-

ing fact about the minimum distance between randomly chosen points. For the

sake of completeness these tools will be stated as two lemmas below.

Given a sequence (Ak) of subsets of Q, define

oo    oo

lim sup Ak = Ç "j ̂ J Ak = {to : to G Ak for infinitely many k }
n=\ k=n

and
oo    oo

lim inf Ak = [J P| Ak = {to : to G Ak for all but finitely many k }.
«1=1 k=n
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The next "lemma" is a fundamental tool throughout probability. For a proof

see any measure-theory based probability textbook—for example, [Bil86] or

[Chu74].

The Borel-Cantelli Lemma.

(a) IfJ2P(Ak)<oo then P(limsup^) = 0.
(b) If the sets Ak are independent and J2P(Ak) = oo then P(Urn sup Ak) =

1.

One can find the following probability lemma in Parzen's book [Par60, Chap-

ter VII, §7, pp. 304, 306].

Lemma (the probability of an uncrowded road). Suppose n points are dis-

tributed randomly in an interval of length L ("distributed randomly" means "in-

dependent and uniformly distributed"). Then the probability that no two points

are closer than d units apart is

(l-^Q"       fior(n-l)d<L.

The corresponding probability for a circle of circumference L is

(l-^pj fornd<L.

Proof of Theorem 2. To prove Theorem 2, first assume that fffk=\ A^ 2— < oo .

If 6 and ip are two numbers in the interval [0, 2n] then the notation "\8-ip\

(mod 2n) " refers to the length of the shorter arc on dD between the points

e'e and eir .

For each k = 1 , 2, ... , let

Ik = [l -2~(k~V), 1 -2~k)

and let Q.k be the set of all to in Q. such that there exists two distinct indices

i, j , with both ri and r- in Ik and with \6¡(co) - 8Ato)\ < n2~    (mod 2n).

Symbolically,

(2.1) Cik = { a, g Q : 3 (i,j), i f j, with r¡, r} G Ik

and ¡d^to) - dfto)\ < n2~k (mod 2tt)}

(2.2) =    (J   {to : \6¡(to)-dj(to)\<n2~k (mod 2n)}.
¡it i

For each fixed / G [0, 2n],

P(\6j(to)-t\<n2~k    (mod 2tt)) = 2~k

since 8j is uniformly distributed. By independence the probability of each of

the sets in the union (2.2) is also 2~   . So

p(q,) < {^yk < \N¡2-k.
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By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma,

P { to : to is in infinitely many Qk 's } = 0.

Put into words, for almost every to, for all but finitely many k (depending on

to ), 10, - 0,1 > 7i2~k mod 2n for all i4 j, r., r. g I, .
I J I J K

Given a point z in the disk with \z\ G Ik , let

R(z) = { re'8 :rGlk,\8- argz| < n2~k }.

The sets R(z) are inner halves of Carleson rectangles. If to £ lim sup Q^

then for all but finitely many j, zfto) fi R(z.(to)) for all i / j. So with

probability 1 only finitely many of the "rectangles" R(zfto)) contain a point

of the sequence {zn} besides z   itself.

For k = 1 , 2, ... , let l'k be the subinterval of (0, 1] whose endpoints are

the midpoints of the intervals Ik and Ik+X . Then #{ r. : r -E l'k } < A^ + ANk+x .

If Çl'k is the set defined by replacing Ik by l'k in (2.1), then

P(Çik) < (N* \N^y-k < \ (A, + Nk+l)22-k

< i*2k + <i)2-/í = N¡2~k + 2N2k+x2-{k+>).

In particular, £ P(^) < °° •

Given z g D with \z\ G l'k , let

R'(z) = {reW :rel'k,\0- argz| < n2~k }.

By repeating the argument above, one obtains that again with probability 1,

only finitely many of the "rectangles" R'(z.(to)) contain more than one point

of the sequence {zn} .

Now let Dr(a) be the pseudo-hyperbolic disk centered at a with radius r :

Dfa) = {zgD: p(z,a)<r}.

Claim. There is a universal constant ô > 0 such that for every z in D, the

pseudo-hyperbolic disk centered at z of radius S is entirely contained in one

of the "rectangles" R(z) or R'(z).

Proof of Claim. The pseudo-hyperbolic disk Dfa) is a Euclidean disk with
(Euclidean) radius

so

the diameter of Dfa) < ( —^ J ( 1 - |¿z|2).

For k = 1 , 2, ... , partition the interval Ik into four consecutive subintervals

of equal length and denote these subintervals by Ik ,, j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Fix z
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in D and define

(R(z),     if\z\Glk2Ulki;

S(z)

In ail cases one finds that

Idiz),    if|z|e/fc>4;

R'(z),    if\z\Glkxandk>2;

(R(z),     if|z|<l/8.

dist(z, dS(z)) > j2 k>Ul- \z\).

Let ô = Vi + 162- 16. Then 23/(1 - ô2) = 1/16 and so

diam Dfz) < -1(1 - |z|2) < 1(1 - |z|) < dist(z, dS(z)).

Therefore Ds(z) c S(z) for all z g D which proves the claim.

Thus if to ^ (limsupiLJ U (limsupQ^), then p(zi(co), zfco)) > S for all

but finitely many (i, j), i / j . For such to's,

inf p(z,.(et>), z.(to)) > C(to) >0
i A J

and so

{to : {zfoj)} is weakly separated } D [(lim sup Qk) U (lim sup ü.k)] .

Thus

P({zn} is weakly separated) > 1 - P(limsupQA) - P(limsupQA) = 1.

Now assume that Yl'kLi ̂k^~   ~ °°
A sequence  {zn} c D is not weakly separated if and only if for every /,

/ = 0, 1 , ... , there is a pair of indices (/, j), i ^ j , suchthat p(z¡, z .) < 2~ .

So
oo

{to : {zfto)} is not weakly separated} = P)^/,

/=o

where

A, = {to:3(i, j), i f j, with p(zi(to), Zjito)) < 2~'}.

We will show that for each /, P (Af = 1 .

Fix / > 0.   For each k = 1 ,  2,  ... , partition the interval  Ik   into 2

consecutive subintervals, each of length 2~{ '. Since there are A^ points of

the sequence {rf¡ in Ik , at least one of these subintervals must contain at least

A^/2 points of {rn}. Let Jk be such a subinterval and let Mk be the number

of points of {rn} that it contains, so that

Y<Mk< Nk.
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In particular J2Mk2~   < oo since the Blaschke condition Jf(l - rf < oo is

equivalent to J2 Nk2~   < oo .

Let

Bk = {to:3(i, j), i ¿ j, with ri, r. G Jk

and |0;(w) - dj(to)\ < n2~(k+l) (mod 2n)}.

Apply the lemma on the probability of an uncrowded road with  n = Mk ,

d = 7i2~{k+l), L = 2n,and use the fact that Mfl~k -* 0 to obtain

P(BCk) = (l-Mk2-(k+l+l)fk~l

for all k sufficiently large. So

P(Bk) = 1 - (1 - M^+'^f^
for k sufficiently large.

Claim.  YlT=i ^(^/t) = °°
Proof of Claim.

oo
r2„-/c

OO

k = \

¿(^)2(2-'2-"+") = oc

YMk • iMk2 lk+l+l]) = oo       (since Mk > Nk/2*)

fc=i
oo

YMktoèil - Mk2~{k+l+l)) = -oo       (since log(l -x) < -x)

«t=i

loè(f[(l-Mk2-{k+l+i))M^=-oo

=> n(i-^2"(A+/+i))A/A=o

A:=l

)

Hid - M,2-(*+/+1))^-1 • (1 - Mfc2-(A+/+1))] = 0
i:=l

oo

n[i-^2-(*+/+i)]^-'=o

( ]J( 1 - Mk2-{k+l+[)) > 0 since Y Mk2~k -> E ^t2~* < °°)

oo
Ei       «i        n -)-(«<+/+l),A/,.-l

1 - (1 - M42 ')   *      = oo

/c = l

oo

*.-=!
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For each k = 1 , 2 , ... , let s/k be the a-algebra generated by the random

variables { 0( : r g Jk }. Since {8n} is an independent family of random

variables, the cr-algebras s/k are independent. But Bk G stfk for all k, so

the sets (Bk) are independent. By the converse to the Borel-Cantelli Lemma,

P(limsup^) = 1 .

If tû G lim sup Bk then there are infinitely many k for which there is a pair

of distinct points z¡(oj), z.(oj) in some Carleson "rectangle" with side lengths

2~( +) by 7t2~( +) with \z¡\,  \z\ G Ik.  For such a pair (zi, zA), one has

\zt-Zj\ < 5-2"'2_/: and \l-T¡z,\ > l-\Zj\\z¡\ >2~k. So p(z¡, zA) < 5-2_/.

Therefore

P{(o : 3 (i, j), i Í j, with p(zi(to), Zj(œ)) < 5 • 2"'} = 1.

By letting / approach infinity, one obtains

P{ to : {zfto)} is not weakly separated } = 1.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.   a

Proof of Theorem 3. A sequence {zn}™=x c D will be called a "Carleson se-

quence" if the measure p = 5^=i(l ~ l2«!)"^ ^s a Carleson measure. The

proof presented below uses the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.2. A sequence {zn} is a Carleson sequence if and only if

^(l-|zj2)(l-|z„|2)   ^
SUP >-r—3-  < OO.

»    tl H ~^Zk\2

For a proof, see [Gar81, Chapter VI, Lemma 3.3, p. 239].

Lemma 2.3. Let zk = rke *   and zn = rne  "   with rk  and rn > 1/2.   Then

|1 -zfzk\   > \8k - 8n\ /n , where \8k - 0j denotes the length of the shorter

arc on dD between eldk and e' ".

Proof of Lemma 2.3.

I 1 - ^ZJ2 =  1 + Vn - 2rkrn C0S(ö/t - 6n)

= (^Vn)2 + 2^n(^^s(8k-dn))

(l-^2 + 4Win2(^)

If -n < t <n then ¡sin(i/2)| > \t\/n (draw graphs). It follows that

I,       _      i2 .      .      1       1        1   ,a a   i2

This proves Lemma 2.3.    D
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We now prove Theorem 3. By Lemma 2.2 it is sufficient (and necessary) to

show that

°°    (i _ f2\fi _ r2\
(2.3) sup Y -nJâ ^ M(œ) < °°       a-s- '

"  k=\ \l-zn(a>)zk(tof

where M(co) may depend on to but is independent of n .

Fix a positive integer n . Recall that

(i-|<)(i-M2)^-   >f_   -L=l-p(z,w)2,
|1 -wz\

where p(z, w) is the pseudo-hyperbolic distance between z and w. Also

p(z, w) is rotationally invariant—for any 0, p(z, w) = p(e' z, e' w). So

for all to G Cl,

P (zfcM. zni°})) = Pie''6"(W)zkio}), rf.

Since the distribution of zk(to) is rotationally invariant and since 8n and

{8k}k.    are independent, it follows that for k ^ n  the random variable

e'd"(w)zk(tû) is again uniformly distributed on the circle \z\ = rk . Hence

in equation (2.3) one may assume without loss of generality that 8n = 0 or

z   = r .
n n

Fix some number a such that 0 < a < 1 . (We will see later that the best

choice for a is a= 1/3.) For k = 1, 2,_, let

Qk = {to € ß : 3j'^ n with r} g Ik and |0;(co)| < n2~ak }

=    [J   {u>:|0.(W)|<7r2-aA:}.

I ■ 'M
Jen

(This is not the same set as the set £lk defined in the proof of Theorem 2.)

Since 8foj) is uniformly distributed on [0, 27t] then

P(|0.| < 7t2~ak) = 2~ak

and so

P(í\)<    Y    n\8J\<n2'ak)<Nk2-nk.

jjin

Let Ak  be the annulus  { z: \z\ G Ik}  and let Sk  be the sector Ak n

{ z: | argz| < tí2~"  }. If one assumes that Yl'kLi Nk2~a   < °° » then

POimsupiLJ = 0

by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma. But if to £ lim sup Çlk then for all but finitely

many k the sector Sk  contains no points of the sequence {z.(to)}.  So for
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all to <£ limsupíL^, there are only a finite number C(co) of z's that lie in

(jk Sk . Suppose z j G Ak\ Sk . Then by Lemma 2.3,

^I2)d <
4-2"A''(l

A~ZnZk\
.-2a*

<4(1 r2)2-(l-2a*

Putting everything together one sees that if to $ lim sup Q.   then

E
7 = 1

(i -/•;)(! -o
l-z^öz/wjr

E E
k=lj:rjeik

< Eit=iE + E
,€5t

(2.4)
OO

«t=l

El+4(l-r2)^2
-(l-2a)*

< C(w) + 4^AA.2

«t=l

-nit

-(l-2a)k

Thus if one assumes that both £v\2 nK and E^-2 {l~2a)k are finite,

then with probability 1 (2.4) is smaller than some M (to) < oo where M(to)

is independent of n . These assumptions are equivalent to the hypothesis that

*ffNf2~ < oo, where tp(a) = min (a, 1 -2a). The weakest possible hy-

pothesis that works for this particular proof is then obtained by choosing a

to be the value that maximizes qb(a) over the interval (0, 1). One can check

that «75(a) attains its maximum value at n = 1/3 and that the corresponding

hypothesis is that YlT=\ ̂k2 -(1/3)*
k=\

>-(l/3)*

< OO .

So if Y¿k=\ ̂ k2 < °° tnen izniœ)) Is Carleson a.s., and the proof of

Theorem 3 is finished.    D

Proof of Proposition 4. The proof of Proposition 4 relies on Kolmogorov's Zero-

One Law. To state the law, we first define the notion of a "tail event". Given a

sequence s/k of «r-algebras of subsets of Í2, the tail o-algebra sA  is

^n«?=iu
where o((js/k) is the smallest a-algebra containing \J&k. (Recall that an

intersection of «j-algebras is a tr-algebra but in general a union of u-algebras is

not.) A subset A of Q is a tail event with respect to the sequence s/k if A is

in the tail a-algebra.

Theorem (Kolmogorov's zero-one law). If srfk is a sequence o/independent a-

algebras then any tail event has probability 0 or 1 .

For a proof of this theorem see [BÍ186] or [Chu74],

Now let  {rn} be a sequence of numbers in  (0,1)  satisfying the Blaschke

where 8n(to) are independent random variablescondition, let z(ta) rne
i0 Aw)
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uniformly distributed on [0, 27r], and let

^„^EO-klRv«i
By Lemma 2.2 above, a,   ,  is a Carleson measure almost surely if and only if

sup5'n((y) < oo,
n

where
|2w,        i       ,2,

For each n ,

|1 _ ZnZk\

0-|Zt|2)(l-|z,|2)<4(l-qi-r„)<     4

|i-v/ c-v»)      '-r-
so S„(co) < oo for every n and every to by the Blaschke condition.

Fix a positive integer N. Since

(.H*tñ(l-|z,ñ = 1_,(W<1,
1-Z„Z*I

then for each n > N

-'(l-r*)(l-a  ,  ^ H - rj)jl - >j)

2w, 2,

2      ■

So supn Sn < oo if and only if

*=/v     Il-Z„z*

^(1-^2)(1-^2)   ,sup 2^ —-^—7T~ < oo ,

n*Nk=N       \X~ZnZk\

or stated in terms of sets,

{to : o{T . is a Carleson measure}

(2-5)                                J              ̂ (l-^)d-'-2) .     1
= < a» : sup y    ---f1- < oo >.

I "^NfN       \\-ZnZk\ J

For each k and n the random variable

xkM).f-A^-*2

is measurable with respect to the rj-algebra o(AfTe U^ ). So for each fixed N,

the random variable
oo

XN(to) = sup Y]^ „(0))
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is measurable with respect to the «r-algebra

\n=N       J

and so {to : XN(to) < oo } G s/N for all N.

Therefore by equation (2.5), {œ : o. , is a Carleson measure} lies in the

tail e-algebra On-^n generated by the a-algebras AFg , and since these o-

algebras are independent,

P(f7(z . is a Carleson measure) = 0 or 1
*•   n '

by Kolmogorov's 0-1 Law.   □

3.  NaFTALEVIC'S INTERPOLATION THEOREM

In this section we will present a proof of the following theorem of A. G. Naf-

talevic. [Naf56, Lemma 2, pp. 13-14 and 17-19].

Theorem 5 (Naftalevic). Let {rf¡, 0 < rn < 1, be a sequence of numbers satis-

fying the Blaschke condition E^li(l ~ r„) < °° ■ Then there is an interpolating

sequence of complex numbers (zf) with \zn\ = rn for every n.

It is interesting to compare this result with Theorem 2 of §2. Suppose

that the sequence {rf¡ of radii satisfies the conditions E^2~ < oo and

E-^.2-    =oo.   Then one can choose (nonrandom) angles  8n  so that the
iß

sequence zn = rne " is interpolating, although if one chooses the angles 8n

randomly in [0, 2tt] then with probability one the sequence {zf) is not even

weakly separated.

The proof that is presented below is essentially the same as that contained

in [Naf56]. It has been reorganized and additional details are provided. It is

presented here because the journal containing [Naf56] is rather obscure and not

readily available in the United States. Allen Shields gave the author a copy of

the paper containing this theorem.

Proof of Theorem A>. Let {rf¡ satisfy the Blaschke condition. Recall the notation

used in §2:

Ik = [l-2-(k-l),l-2-k),     Nk = #{n:rnGlk}.

We first modify the sequence {rn} :

Lemma 3.1. Without loss of generality, one may prove Theorem 5 for a sequence

of radii {a } satisfying these three conditions:

(1) {an} is nondecreasing,

(2) E„ e/t( 1 - an) > \/2~=r for all k sufficiently large,

(3) Eä,(*l-«„)<l/4.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. We first define a sequence {ßn} of radii satisfying condi-

tions (1), (2), and the Blaschke condition EO - ß„) < °°. Let n0 = 0. For

k = 1 , 2, ... , recursively define numbers n.   and {/?„}"*    ,, C L as follows.
K ft      fl, _ i T1 ^

«fc_, + Afc and letIf E^O -'■„)> V2"\ then let «,

{^};_1+i=k},a€/t.

re-indexed if necessary so that {ßn} is nondecreasing in lk . On the other hand,

if Er e/ (1 ~ rn) - v2~k , then choose mk arbitrary numbers y. g Ik such

that

2-"<E(1-^)+E(1-^)^2v/2-Á:-
r„€L y^h

This is possible since for all y■  in Ik ,   1 - v. < 2      < v 2
-*

Let «^ =

"fc_i +mk + Nk' and let

{/»„t.ríÜ^u^:

indexed so that {/?n} is nondecreasing.

This procedure defines a sequence {ßn}^ ■ It is clear that {ßn}™ is non-

decreasing and that E/? ei 0 -^J > v 2_/c. The ßn 's also satisfy the Blaschke

condition since

>i=i
E0-/U

fc=0

oo

OO oo

-E(1-0+2^2-i

E(1"'-J+2V2
r„eik

«1=1

< oo.

*=0

The sequence {ßn} was chosen so that the original sequence of radii {rf¡

is a subsequence of {ßn} ■ Since subsequences of interpolating sequences are

again interpolating, it suffices to prove Theorem 5 for the sequence {ßf).

Now let

N = min | n: JT(1 -£\.) < 1/4 I.

A < oo since the p^ 's satisfy the Blaschke condition.  For n = 1 , 2,

let an = ßN+n, so that {an} is a tail end of {/?„}• Clearly {an} satisfies the

conditions of Lemma 3.1. Suppose that {zj is an interpolating sequence with

\zn\ = an for all n . Extend {zn} to a larger sequence {z'n} with \z'f\ = ßn for
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all n by

z_ = ßn>

■n-N >

if 1 < n < N;

if n > N.

Claim. If {zf¡ is interpolating then so is {z'f¡.

Proof of Claim. Let

oo oo

*=i
*^«i

*=i
k±n

where p(z, w) denotes the pseudo-hyperbolic metric (see §2). Since {zn} is an

interpolating sequence, infn Pn > «5 > 0 by Carleson's interpolation theorem (in

§2). For each k < N, lim^^ p(z'k , zf) = 1, and so infn p(z'k , zf > ek > 0.
Let e = min{£,, e2, ... , eN}. Then if n > N,

K = U pih. v
*=i

= n^z«v'z«-
\*=i

oo

Il     PiZk-N>Zn-N
k=N+\

;

> e ô.

Also since {z'n}  satisfies the Blaschke condition, P'n > 0 for each n < N.

Therefore

infP'n = min{P[ ,P2,... , P'N, eN 0} > 0

and so {z'n} is an interpolating sequence by Carleson's interpolation theorem,

finishing the proof of Lemma 3.1.    D

To continue the proof of Theorem 5, assume that we're given a sequence

{an} of radii satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Let 0, = 0 and for

n > 1 let
««-i

?„ = 2,t£(l-aJ.
«c = l

Set zn = ane' ". The proof that {zn} is interpolating relies on the following

estimate.

Lemma 3.2. If k > n then

k-\

ll-^I^D1"*;).
j=n
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Similarly if k < n then

n-\

l1-^fel>4E(1-a;)-
j=k

Proof of Lemma 3.2. If k > n then

k-\

arg(^,z*)=2^^(l-aJ) = iy1,

j=n

while if k < n then
«i-l

arg(^zJ = -27t^(l -Qy) = ~¥2.

i=k

Both i//, and \p2 are in the interval (0, 7t/2) since E(l ~an) < I/4- Let P

be the point on the ray {argz = ipx} that is nearest to 1 , and let |P1| denote

the distance between the two points. Then the line segment OP is orthogonal

to PI and the triangle 0P1 is a right triangle with a hypotenuse of length 1 .

So by elementary trigonometry |P1| = sin \px . If k > n then

j k-\

\l-\zk\ >|Pl| = sin^. >-»//, =4Ql-ay).
j=n

A symmetric argument gives the result for k < n. This ends the proof of

Lemma 3.2.   a

We now prove that the sequence {zn} defined above is an interpolating se-

quence. It is sufficient (and necessary) to show that both

(A) inf p (zk, zn) > 0
k ,n
k^n

and
2w, 2,c -«;)(! -o

(B) ^"PE      „     -    ,2"   <°°»

(see §2). We consider these two conditions separately.

Condition (A). First assume that k > n so that 1 — ak < 1 - an . Then

ii-^*i

^ (l+ak)(l-ak)(l+an)(l-af

4E}-'(l-a/2

16(1 -aj2

< 1/4.
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So for all k > n , p(zk, zf)   > 3/4. By switching the roles of k and n , the

same inequality holds if k < n . Therefore

inf p(zk,zn)>yß/2
k ,n
k^n

and Condition (A) holds.

Condition (B). Fix a number n and suppose that an lies in the interval

Ik = [l -2~{k~l), 1-2"*).

From Lemma 3.1 one may assume that n is sufficiently large so that

Y (i-«,)>x/ï1(k-2)

"M-2

Let

Split the sum

into four parts

L = max{j:aj< 1 - 2 {k 2)},

R = min{j:aj > 1 -2~(k+X)).

^(l-a2)(l-a2)
Ä« = ¿^       i,     -=^_ ,2

L n-\ R-\ oo

«,=£+£+ E+E
7=1      j=L+\      j=n+l      j=R

= E+E+E+E>
I II III IV

and estimate each part of the sum separately.

Ei • If J < L, then by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.1,

n-\

So

\l-Tnzj\>4Y,il-<*i)>4 Yi1-«^4^2'^-
'=J ",e'*-i

(l-a2)(l-q2) ^4(1- aß( 1 - af

and therefore

II-W 16.2-^-"
4(1 -a;)2~(/r_1)

<       16.2-^'-"

<jH-aj),

E<!E(>-^)<äD'-^)<^
I 7 = 1 j=l
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E,v- If y >P, then

7-1 /-

l-z;z.|>4^(l-a,)>4y;(l-a,)>4V/2- (*+i)

So

(l-a2)(l-a2)      4(l-a.)(l-aJ

ll-zTz.-l2       <_    16-2-(*+1)n   j'

<

4(1 -a,)2'
-(*-!)

16 • 2
<l-aJt

-(k+\)

and therefore

E<E(*-<*,)< Eo-<*,)< *•
IV        j=R j=\

E„: If L<j<n-l then (1 -a„) < (1 -ay) < 4(1 -a„), so

(I - a2j)il - an)        4(l-a;)(l-a„)

1 - ZnZj 16

<
4-4-(l-a„)2

16(«-;)2(l-a„)2

1

(» - ;)
2"

Therefore
AI— i

E< E
k2

< -r-

v ,=r+>(«-;)2 '6

E,„: If n + l<f<R-l then (1 -a„) > (1 -a,) > (1/4)(1 -a„),

(l-a2)(l-a2)  ^      4(1 -«,)(! -a,)

so

ll-Vvl

<

16 [EC„'+i(l "««)]'

4(1-a„)2

= 4-

16[(l/4)U-«)(l-a„)]'

1
2-

Therefore

U - n)

< 4  >     -j < -r-.
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Finally when k = n , then

il - <*2k)il - oj)

ll-W
Putting everything together one sees that

E (i-«2-)(i-^)<1 + A + ^L

*=1  ll-w      '16

for all  n  and so Condition (B) holds.   Therefore the sequence  {zn}   is an

interpolating sequence and the proof of Theorem 5 is finished.    D
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